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  . . - Have fun and report if something goes wrong! A LOT OF SERIOUS PEOPLE, who don't like to read newbie stuff, started
whining about a new Steam patch. Now, I don't want to go there, I just want to fix the problem of my friends here... And also I

have no idea how the Steam notifies are implemented, so I will help you in any way... Do you want to support my small dev-
project? All my games are free and you can support me doing so with a couple of bucks by clicking the donate button on the

Game. ]]> To Upgrade Your Skyrim: Some Tips For New Players 28 Mar 2015 23:42:27 +0000 have just upgraded my Steam
Skyrim with the 1.3 patch which is the last update. But there is a problem, which is this: There are numerous Add-ons, that have

not received the update yet, but this can be easily solved. First of all, how does the Skyrim-Version look like? Just go into the
"Steam"-Tab on your PC and check for "Modifications". Mine looks like this: As you can see, I have a lot of installed addons,

and on the left side I can easily see the "Installed"-Patch. So, in order to update your Skyrim, go into your "Installed"-Patch and
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activate the "Updater"-Tab. Then, click on the update... ]]>I have just upgraded my Steam Skyrim with the 1.3 patch which is
the last update. But there is a problem, which is this: There are numerous Add-ons, that have not received the update yet, but
this can be easily solved. First of all, how does the Skyrim-Version look like? Just go into the "Steam"-Tab on your PC and

check for "Modifications". 520fdb1ae7
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